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Guaranteed upper bounds for the velocity error of pressure-robust Stokes
discretisations
Philip Lukas Lederer, Christian Merdon

A BSTRACT. This paper aims to improve guaranteed error control for the Stokes problem with a focus on pressurerobustness, i.e. for discretisations that compute a discrete velocity that is independent of the exact pressure. A Prager–
Synge type result relates the velocity errors of divergence-free primal and perfectly equilibrated dual mixed methods
for the velocity stress. The first main result of the paper is a framework with relaxed constraints on the primal and
dual method. This enables to use a recently developed mass conserving mixed stress discretisation for the design
of equilibrated fluxes and to obtain pressure-independent guaranteed upper bounds for any pressure-robust (not
necessarily divergence-free) primal discretisation. The second main result is a provably efficient local design of the
equilibrated fluxes with comparably low numerical costs. Numerical examples verify the theoretical findings and show
that efficiency indices of our novel guaranteed upper bounds are close to one.

1. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years many pressure-robust discretisations for the Stokes equations were found and propagated that
avoid a consistency error that is connected to a relaxation of the divergence constraint [21, 25, 28, 31, 26, 18, 46].
In non-pressure-robust discretisation this consistency error can cause severe discretisation errors in presence
of large irrotational forces in the right-hand side forcing or, more importantly, in the material derivative of the full
Navier–Stokes equations [14, 1]. Pressure-robustness is achieved by using divergence-free finite element methods
like [42, 19, 13], but also many classical non-divergence-free methods can be turned pressure-robust by employing
a reconstruction operator on the test functions when pairing them with irrotational forces [21, 31, 26]. As a result,
a pressure-robust method allows pressure-independent a priori velocity error estimates.
In terms of a posteriori error control the pressure-robustness property of a scheme also allows, in principle, separate error control of the velocity alone and adaptive mesh refinement that is not polluted by a concentration on
the pressure error. However, this requires that the evaluation of the a posteriori error estimator itself is pressureindependent. There is a long history on a posteriori error control for the Stokes problem [44, 7, 2, 8, 45, 20, 37] but
none of them can be considered to be fully suitable for the error control of the velocity error of a pressure-robust
discretisation of the Stokes problem. Recent refined residual-based approaches in the spirit of [27, 22] enable
a pressure-robust error control of the velocity error by applying the curl operator to the residual, following the
general idea that the velocity is only determined by the underlying vorticity equation.
In this paper we turn our interest to guaranteed error control for the velocity and thereby refine existing approaches
in [20, 37, 6, 30, 35] that can become inefficient when used to estimate the velocity error of pressure-robust
discretisations.
For simplicity, consider the Stokes problem in d dimensions

−ν∆u + ∇p = f on Ω,
div(u) = 0

on Ω.

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data and some right-hand side forcing f . Here u and p denote the velocity
and pressure, respectively, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. There are situations where f can have a large irrotational forcing, e.g. an approximation to the the material derivative ut + (u · ∇)u. Hence, looking at the unrescaled
Stokes model problem with ν 6= 1 is reasonable and numerical discretisations that are robust with respect to large
pressures or small viscosities ν are desirable.
Coming back to a posteriori error control, a unified approach as e.g. in [7, 20] rewrites many second order elliptic
problems into the form
(1)

− div(e
σ ) = f on Ω.

which is also possible for the Stokes problem above utilizing the pseudo-stress σ
e := ν∇u − pId×d , where
Id×d is the d-dimensional identity matrix. Hence, the application of the classical a posteriori error estimators for
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(vector-valued) Poisson problems, in particular guaranteed upper bounds like [11, 33, 5, 12, 39, 15], also work for
the Stokes problem. However, this approach in general leads to pressure-dependent velocity error estimators or
estimators that are only efficient with respect to the combined velocity and pressure error.
Going one step back there is also the famous Prager–Synge theorem [38, 3] (originally for linear elasticity) that is
nothing else than a Pythagoras theorem in L2 -norms, i.e.

k∇(u − ūh )k2L2 (Ω) + ν −1 kσ − σh k2L2 (Ω) = k∇ūh − ν −1 σh k2L2 (Ω) ,
where ūh and σh can be understood as some (not necessarily discrete) approximations to u and its stress
σ := ν∇u. If both approximations are known the quantity on the right-hand side yields an a posteriori error
estimator for both errors on the left-hand side. However, ūh and σh have to satisfy some properties for the equality
above to hold. In our Stokes setting it is required that u, ūh ∈ V0 and



(2)
Ω

(div(σh ) + f ) · v dx = 0 for all v ∈ V0

where V0 is the subspace of divergence-free H01 (Ω) functions. In comparison with (1) where the divergence
constraint for the fixed pseudo-stress has to hold pointwise for the whole space H01 (Ω)
 , equation (2) is not only
satisfied by σh but also by σh − qId×d for any q ∈ H 1 (Ω) due to Ω ∇q · v dx = − Ω q div(v) dx = 0 for all
v ∈ V0 . Hence, the stress approximation σh can be gauged by any gradient force to e.g. mimic the pseudo-stress
σ
e.

Consider now some discrete velocity ūh and pressure p̄h from some possibly pressure-robust discretisation of the
Stokes equations. Many equilibration error estimators, see e.g. [20] where unfortunately only ν = 1 is examined,
employ the discrete pseudo-stress and fix the gauging freedom by the discrete pressure q = p̄h , e.g. they compute
σ
eh with
(3)

div(e
σ h ) + πk−1 f = div(σh + p̄h Id×d ) + πk−1 f = 0

where πk−1 is the L2 best-approximation into the piecewise polynomials of order k − 1 and k is related to the
expected rate of the primal method. Following e.g. [20], one can compute equilibrated fluxes σ
eh with this constraint
that are close to the discrete pseudo-stress ν∇ūh + p̄h Id×d and would get the guaranteed upper bound
(4)

k∇(u − ūh )k2L2 (Ω) ≤ ν −1

X  hT

T ∈T

π

k(id −πk−1 )f kL2 (T ) + ke
σ h − p̄h Id×d − ν∇ūh kL2 (T )

2

which up to the oscillation term resembles the Prager–Synge calculus for σh = σ
eh − p̄h Id×d . However, the
numerical examples below demonstrate that the dependence of this error estimator on the discrete pressure can
cause arbitrarily large efficiency indices η/k∇(u − ūh )k in pressure-dominant situations where f has a large
irrotational part, which can also affect the quality of the adaptive mesh refinement.
In this paper we propose a novel equilibration design that avoids the pseudo-stress approach altogether and
instead ensures the Prager–Synge equilibration condition (2) for an H(div)-conforming subspace of V0 . This is
done with the help of the recently developed mass conserving mixed stress formulation [18]. The resulting error
estimator for a divergence-free discretisation, with a comparable approximation order k for the equilibrated fluxes,
structurally looks very similar to (4), but consists of the terms

k∇(u − ūh )k2L2 (Ω) ≤ ν −1

X

T ∈T

ch2T k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kL2 (T ) + kdev(σh − ν∇ūh )kL2 (T )

2

,

A − tr(A)
d Id×d , is the deviatoric part of a matrix A

where dev(A) :=
∈ Rd×d , and tr(A) is its matrix trace. Note
that there is no dependency on the pressure or the irrotational part of f . The unfortunately unknown constant c
stems from approximation properties of commuting interpolators and only depends on the shape of the cells in the
triangulation. A more general result also shows guaranteed upper bounds for non-divergence-free but pressurerobust discretisations by accounting for the additional divergence of the discrete velocity. The final main result
of the paper concerns a less costly localized pressure-robust design for the equilibrated fluxes based on small
problems on node patches, which is shown to be locally efficient.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the Stokes model problem and a related
Prager–Synge-type theorem. Section 3 recalls variants of pressure-robust discretisations of the Stokes problem in
the primal formulation. After shortly summarising classical equilibration error estimator approaches in Section 4,
Section 5 proves a novel framework for pressure-independent guaranteed upper bounds in the spirit of the Prager–
Synge theorem but with relaxed constraints. A global design of suitable equilibrated fluxes for the novel framework
based on a recently developed mass-conserving mixed stress formulation is discussed in Section 6. The less
costly local design for the equilibrated fluxes is presented in Section 7. Section 8 is concerned with the local
efficiency of the local error estimator estimators. Finally, Section 9 shows in several numerical examples that the
novel upper bounds are indeed pressure-independent and allow very sharp error control and optimal adaptive
mesh refinement for the velocity error of pressure-robust discretisations.
Throughout this work we use bold-face notation for vector-valued functions and spaces, but stick to a standard
notation for matrix-valued functions and spaces to increase readability. We denote by L2 (Ω) the space of square
integrable functions and by H s (Ω) the standard Sobolev space with regularity s. Of special interest is the H 1
space with homogeneous boundary conditions denoted by H01 (Ω). Restricted L2 -norms on subsets ω ⊂ Ω are
denoted by k · kω , while for ω = Ω we simply write k · k. The L2 -inner product on ω and Ω is written as (·, ·)ω
and (·, ·), respectively. For high order Sobolev spaces we use the standard notation, hence k · kH s (ω) denotes
the H s -norm on ω , and as before, k · kH s = k · kH s (Ω) .
2. T HE S TOKES

MODEL PROBLEM AND A

P RAGER –S YNGE

THEOREM

This section recalls the continuous Stokes model problem and a characterisation of pressure-robustness. Then, a
Prager-Synge theorem for the Stokes problem as a point of departure for a posteriori error control is discussed.
2.1. The Stokes model problem. Given f ∈ L2 (Ω) on some open, bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) with
polygonal or polyhedral boundary, the Stokes model problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data seeks a
velocity u ∈ V := H01 (Ω) and some pressure p ∈ Q := L20 (Ω) = {q ∈ L2 (Ω) : (q, 1) = 0} with

−ν∆u + ∇p = f on Ω,
div(u) = 0

on Ω,

where ν > 0 is the kinematic viscosity. The regularity assumptions of u and p above allow to expect a weak
solution that satisfies
(5)
(6)

ν(∇u, ∇v) − (p, div(v)) = (f , v) for all v ∈ V ,
(div(u), q) = 0

for all q ∈ Q.

Note that the pressure acts as a Lagrange multiplier for the divergence constraint. Within the subspace of divergencefree functions

V0 := {v ∈ V : div(v) = 0} = {v ∈ V : ∀q ∈ Q, (q, div(v)) = 0}.
the weak velocity solution u can also be characterised by requiring u ∈ V0 and

ν(∇u, ∇v) = (σ, ∇v) = (f , v) for all v ∈ V0 ,
with its exact stress given by σ := ν∇u.
2.2. Characterising pressure-robustness. According to the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition, see e.g. [16] for
a proof, any force f ∈ L2 (Ω) can be uniquely decomposed into

f = ∇q + Pf ,
with q ∈ H 1 (Ω)/R and the (unique) divergence-free Helmholtz–Hodge projector

Pf ∈ {v ∈ L2 (Ω) : ∀q ∈ H 1 (Ω), (v, ∇q) = 0}.
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Due to (∇q, v) = −(q, div v) = 0 for all v ∈ V0 , the velocity solution u of the Stokes problem is not affected
by any gradient force. Indeed, from the above decomposition we see that

ν(∇u, ∇v) = (Pf , v) for all v ∈ V0 .
A discretisation that computes a velocity that preserves this property, and is independent of any gradient force ∇q
that is added to the right-hand side, is called pressure-robust (since the pressure gradient is part of the irrotational
part of f ), see [21, 31] for details.
2.3. A Prager–Synge-type result for the Stokes system. This section states a Pythagoras theorem for the
Stokes system similar to that of Prager and Synge for the Poisson model problem and the linear elasticity problem
[38, 3]. The Prager–Synge theorem relates the error of primal and equilibrated mixed approximations of the flux
∇u (or ε(u) in elasticity) and gives rise to guaranteed error control by the design of equilibrated fluxes for these
problems. The analogue in the context of the Stokes model problem for the flux of the velocity σ = ν∇u reads
as follows.
Theorem 2.1. Consider the solution u ∈ V0 (Ω) of the Stokes equation (5), any function uapprox ∈ V0 (Ω) and
any σ approx ∈ H(div, Ω) with the equilibration constraint
(7)

(f + div(σ approx ), v) = 0 for all v ∈ V0 .

Then, there holds the Pythagoras theorem

k∇(u − uapprox )k2 + ν −1 kσ − σ approx k2 = k∇uapprox − ν −1 σ approx k2 .
Proof. This follows directly from integration by parts and

k∇(u − uapprox )k2 + k∇u − ν −1 σ approx k2 − k∇uapprox − ν −1 σ approx k2
= 2(∇u − ν −1 σ approx , ∇(u − uapprox ))

= 2ν −1 (f + div(σ approx ), u − uapprox ) = 0.

The last step follows from v = u − uapprox ∈ V0 (Ω) and (7).



Hence, the evaluation of the quantity on the right-hand side for known approximations σ approx and uapprox yields
guaranteed upper bounds for the two unknown errors on the left-hand side of the identity. In this paper we consider
uapprox as an approximation from a pressure-robust discretisation of the Stokes equations. Then, the computation
of a suitable σ approx is the task of the a posteriori error control.
In practise however, both constraints on the function uapprox and on the flux σ approx in Theorem 2.1 are hard to
realise. Therefore, Section 5 derives guaranteed upper bounds for uapprox that do not necessarily have to stem from
a divergence-free (but pressure-robust) discretisation based on equilibrated fluxes σ approx that satisfy a suitably
discretised version of the equilibration property (7).
Section 4 discusses pseudo-stress related equilibration conditions like f − ∇q + div(σ approx ) = 0 for some
known (pressure approximation) q as they are used by classical equilibrated flux designs. However, this may
lead to a dependency of p − q in the efficiency estimates of the resulting error estimator and the whole focus of
pressure-robust discretisations is on how to avoid this. Therefore Section 5 only replaces the space V0 in (7) by
some H(div, Ω)-conforming subspace.
Before that some suitable pressure-robust finite element methods to compute uapprox are revisited.

3. P RESSURE - ROBUST

FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE

S TOKES

PROBLEM

This section recalls pressure-robust discretisations for the primal velocity-pressure formulation of the Stokes problem.
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V̄h

Q̄h

abbreviation

r

P2 (T ) ∩ H01 (Ω)
P3 (T ) ∩ H01 (Ω)
P2+ (T ) ∩ H01 (Ω)
3d
P2,+
(T ) ∩ H01 (Ω)
P2 (T ) ∩ H01 (Ω)

P0 (T )
P1 (T )
P1 (T )
P1 (T )
P1 (T )

P20
P31
P2B
P2B-3d
SV

1
2
2
2
2

R

IBDM1
IBDM2
IBDM2
IBDM2
id

TABLE 1. Considered inf-sup stable Stokes pairs including the expected order of convergence
and the used reconstruction operator.

3.1. Notation. Consider some triangulation T of the domain Ω into regular simplices with vertices V and faces
F . The subset of interior faces is denoted by F(Ω). The diameter of a simplex T ∈ T is given by hT . We extend
this notation in a similar manner onto faces and simply write hF for the diameter of a face F ∈ F . Further, if
the triangulation is quasi uniform, we abbreviate the notation and simply write h for the maximum diameter of all
simplices.
In the following let F ∈ F be some arbitrary face of an arbitrary element T ∈ T , i.e. F ⊂ ∂T . On F we then
denote by n the outward pointing unit normal with respect to T , and

an := a · n,

and at := a − (a · n)n,

denote the scalar-valued normal and the vector-valued tangential trace of some vector a ∈ Rd , respectively.
Further the brackets [[b]] denote the jump on a common face F of two adjacent elements of some (scalar or
vector-valued) quantity b.
The space of element-wise (with respect to T ) polynomials of order k is denoted by Pk (T ) and the space of
piece-wise vector-valued polynomials of order k by Pk (T ). The L2 best-approximation into Pk (T ) or Pk (T )
reads as πk or πk , respectively.
The spaces

RTk (T ) := {vh ∈ H(div, Ω) : ∀T ∈ T ∃aT ∈ Pk (T ), bT ∈ Pk (T ), vh |T (x) = aT + bT x},

BDMk (T ) := H(div, Ω) ∩ Pk (T )

read as the Raviart–Thomas and Brezzi–Douglas–Marini functions of order k ≥ 0. Moreover,

Nk (T ) := {vh ∈ H(curl, Ω) : ∀T ∈ T ∃aT ∈ Pk (T ), BT ∈ Pk (T )d×d,skw , vh |T (x) = aT + BT x}

denote the space of Nédélec functions of order k ≥ 0, where Pk (T )d×d,skw denotes the space of skew symmetric matrix-valued polynomials of order k . Note that the space Nk (T ) is in the literature, see for example [36],
sometimes also called the Nédélec space of order k + 1 (and not k as in this work). However, we used this notation so that it matches with the definition of the Raviart–Thomas space. For the analysis we denote by H s (T ) the
broken Sobolev space of order s with respect to the triangulation T , i.e.

H s (T ) := {v ∈ L2 (Ω), ∀T ∈ T , v|T ∈ H s (T )},

with the corresponding norm k · kH s (T ) , and extend this notation also to vector-valued versions.
Finally we introduce the notation a . b if there exists a constant c independent of a and b, the viscosity ν and the
meshsize hT such that a ≤ cb.
3.2. Pressure-robust primal discretisations. This section revisits divergence-free and pressure-robust finite
element methods in a common framework. Consider an inf-sup stable pair of finite element spaces V̄h ⊂ V and
Q̄h ⊂ Q and the associated discrete Stokes problem: Find (ūh , p̄h ) ∈ V̄h × Q̄h such that
(8a)
(8b)

ν(∇ūh , ∇v̄h ) − (div(v̄h ), p̄h ) = (f , R(v̄h ))
(div(ūh ), q̄h ) = 0
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Here, R denotes some reconstruction operator that enables pressure-robustness by mapping discretely divergencefree functions to exactly divergence-free ones. For this and in view of the expected optimal convergence rate r of
the velocity ansatz space, the reconstruction operator has to satisfy, for all v̄h ∈ V̄h , q̄h ∈ Q̄h ,

div(R(v̄h )) ∈ Q̄h

(9a)

(div(v̄h ), q̄h ) = (div(R(v̄h )), q̄h ),

(9b)

(f , v̄h − R(v̄h )) = (f − πr−2 f , v̄h − R(v̄h )).

(9c)

Furthermore, for the local design of the equilibrated fluxes in Section 7, we need that the reconstruction operator
does not alter continuous linear polynomials, i.e.

R(v̄h ) = v̄h for all v̄h ∈ P1 (T ) ∩ H01 (Ω).

(10)

Note that for discontinuous pressure discretisations all required assumptions are satisfied by the standard BDMr
interpolation operator denoted by IBDMr .
Examples for suitable finite element spaces and corresponding reconstruction operators can be found in [21, 28,
29, 31]. For any divergence-free choice, like the Scott–Vogelius (SV) finite element, no reconstruction operator
is needed and one can set R = id. Table 1 lists suitable finite elements and their respective reconstruction
operators that are used for our numerical experiments in Section 9. Here, P2,+ denotes the space of vectorvalued polynomials of order 2 including the local cubic element bubbles, i.e. P2,+ (T ) := {q ∈ P3 (T ) : ∀F ∈
3d
the space of vector-valued polynomials of
F, q|F ∈ P2 (F )}. In three dimensions, we similarly denote by P2,+
order 2 including the local element bubbles of order 4 and the cubic face bubbles of order 3. A precise definition is
given in example 8.7.2 in [4]. Note that we only consider a discontinuous pressure approximation in this work since
this allows an element-wise reconstruction operator, see for example [21]. However, reconstruction operators for
continuous pressure approximations are also possible but demand a more complicated construction and a slightly
different property (9c), see [26] for details.
The following pressure-robust a priori error estimate for the velocity can be expected, see e.g. [21] for a proof.
Theorem 3.1 (Pressure-robust a priori error estimates). Assume that the velocity solution of the Stokes equations
(5) fulfills the regularity u ∈ H m (Ω) ∩ V0 with m ≥ 2, and let ūh be the discrete solution of (8). There holds
the error estimate

k∇(u − ūh )k . inf k∇(u − v̄h )k + hk(id −πr−2 )∆uk . hs kukH s+1
v̄h ∈V̄h

where s := min{m − 1, r}.
Remark 3.2. There are also some quasi-optimal a priori error estimates under weaker regularity assumptions,
see [32].
4. D RAWBACKS

OF CLASSICAL EQUILIBRATED FLUXES

This section discusses classical non-pressure-robust approaches which yield guaranteed upper bounds, but with
deteriorating efficiency in pressure-dominant situations.
4.1. State of the art of classical non-pressure-robust flux equilibration. In this section we shortly recall stateof-the-art equilibration error estimators for the Stokes problem from [20] in view of Theorem 2.1. For this consider
the pseudo-stress reformulation of the Stokes problem

σ
e := ν∇u − pId×d and

div σ
e + f = 0.

Note that the flux σ approx = σ
e + pId×d = σ is equilibrated in the sense of (7) and in fact is the optimal choice
for estimating the error between u and any approximation uapprox = ūh in the sense of Theorem 2.1. However,
since u and p are unknown one can instead approximate discrete pseudo stress variants like

σ
eh = ν∇ūh − q2 Id×d and f − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h + q2 Id×d ) = 0
DOI 10.20347/WIAS.PREPRINT.2750
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with (pressure approximations) q1 ∈ H 1 (Ω) or q2 ∈ L2 (Ω). For the approximation of σ
eh one can employ
standard mixed methods for Poisson problems, see e.g. Remark 4.2. In practise one resorts to the choices q1 = 0
and q2 = p̄h (see e.g. [20, Theorem 4.1]) or to q1 = p̄h ∈ H 1 (Ω) and q2 = 0 (see e.g. [20, Corollary 5.1]). The
following theorem summarizes the resulting error estimators.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the discrete Stokes solution (ūh , p̄h ) ∈ H01 (Ω) × L20 (Ω) of an inf-sup stable discretisation on some triangulation T with inf-sup constant c0 > 0 and its discrete stress σ̄h := ν∇ūh . For any
(pseudo-stress approximation) σ
eh ∈ H(div, Ω) with



(11)

T

f − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h ) dx = 0 for all T ∈ T

and some q1 ∈ H 1 (Ω) and q2 ∈ L2 (Ω), it holds k∇u − ∇ūh k ≤ η
e(e
σ h ) with the estimator

ηe(e
σ h )2 ≤ ν −2

X  hT

T ∈T

π

kf − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h )kT + ke
σ h + q2 Id×d − σ̄h kT

2

2
+ c−2
0 k div(ūh )k .

Proof. The point of departure is the well-known error split [2, 20, 8]
2
k∇u − ∇ūh k2 ≤ ν −2 krk2V0? + c−2
0 k div(ūh )k

with the dual norm krkV0? := supv∈V0 \{0} r(v)/k∇vk of the residual

r(v) = (f , v) − (σ̄h , ∇v) = (f + div(e
σ h ), v) + (e
σ h − σ̄h , ∇v).

Due to (∇q1 , v) = 0, we can add ∇q1 under the first integral and then (11) allows to subtract the bestapproximation π0 v into P0 (T ) of v in the first term and employ piece-wise Poincaré inequalities to obtain

(f − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h ), v) = (f − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h ), v − π0 v)
X
≤
kf − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h )kT kv − π0 vkT
T ∈T

≤

X hT
kf − ∇q1 + div(e
σ h )kT k∇vkT .
π

T ∈T

Since (q2 Id×d , ∇v) = 0, the second term is estimated by

(e
σ h − σ̄h , ∇v) = (e
σ h + q2 Id×d − σ̄h , ∇v) ≤
A Cauchy inequality concludes the proof.

X

T ∈T

ke
σ h + q2 Id×d − σ̄h kT k∇vkT .


Remark 4.2 (Realisations). A possible design of σ
eh involves the Raviart-Thomas or Brezzi-Douglas-Marini finite
eh and its divergence space denoted by Q
e h . Then one
element spaces of order k which is denoted here by V
CEQ
e h )d such that
e h ∈ (Q
computes σ
eh = σ
eh ∈ (Veh )d and u

(e
σ CEQ
h , τh ) + (uh , div(τh )) = (σ̄h − q2 Id×d , τh )
(vh , ν div(e
σ CEQ
h )) = −(f − ∇q1 , vh )

eh )d
for all τh ∈ (V

e h )d
for all vh ∈ (Q

As stated above, one usually takes the discrete pressure (q1 , q2 ) = (p̄h , 0) or (q1 , q2 ) = (0, p̄h ) depending on
its regularity, which also enables local designs of equilibrated fluxes as detailed in e.g. [20] or using componentwise designs known for elliptic problems, see e.g. [11, 33, 5, 12, 39, 35, 15].
Remark 4.3 (Efficiency). In the numerical example below, we show that even the best-approximation strategy from
the previous Remark (which gives a lower bound for any local equilibration in the same space) with q1 = 0 and
q2 = p̄h is not efficient for the velocity error alone in a pressure-dominant situation.
Note that this is not in contradiction with efficiency proofs for these classical equilibration designs which usually
focus on the error of a combined velocity-pressure norm like k∇(u−uh )k+ν −1 kp−ph k (see e.g. [20, Theorem
6.1]). Recall that pressure-robust methods allow for a velocity error that is independent of the pressure, while in
classical non-pressure-robust methods the velocity error can scale with the pressure best-approximation error
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−1
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SV with ν = 1, σ
eh = σ
ehCEQ

10

10−2

SV with ν = 10−4 , σ
eh = σ
ehCEQ

3

101

10−3
10−1
10

−4

10−3

10−5
10−6

103

104
ndof

ηe(e
σhCEQ )
k∇(u − ūh )k

105

10−5

103

ηeσ (e
σhCEQ )
O(h2 )

104
ndof

105

ηef (e
σhCEQ )

F IGURE 1. Convergence history of the exact error and the classical error estimator quantities on
uniformly refined meshes for SV with ν = 1 (left) and 10−4 (right).

in pressure-dominant situations. In such a situation, the classical error estimator, when applied to a pressurerobust method, will still be efficient for measuring the dominating pressure error, but not for the (much smaller)
velocity error. As the efficiency of equilibration error estimators is usually traced back to the efficiency of the
explicit estimator, the interested reader can find a deeper discussion in [27] for classical explicit standard-residual
estimators.
One way to possibly improve efficiency in these pressure-dependent designs is the pre-computation of a better
pressure approximation q2 as it has been suggested e.g. in [30]. However, in situations were the pressure is
complicated or non-smooth this comes at highly increased numerical costs.

4.2. Numerical example. In the following we demonstrate a possible deterioration of the efficiency of classical
equilibration estimators even in the case of very smooth but pressure-dominant solutions. To this end we consider
the Stokes problem on a unit square domain Ω = (0, 1)2 with the smooth prescribed solution



u(x, y) := curl x2 (1 − x)2 y 2 (1 − y)2

and

p(x, y) := x5 + y 5 − 1/3

with matching right-hand side f := −ν∆u + ∇p for variable viscosity ν .

We denote by η CEQ the estimator of Theorem 4.1 where σ
eh = σ
eCEQ
is the solution of the mixed system given in
h
Remark 4.2 with q1 = 0 and q2 = p̄h . Further we introduce the following quantities
−1
ηef (e
σ CEQ
σ CEQ
h ) := (νπ) khT (f + div(e
h ))k,

−1
ηeσ (e
σ CEQ
ke
σ CEQ
+ p̄h Id×d − σ̄h k.
h ) := ν
h

Figure 1 shows the error convergence history for uniform refinement and a corresponding barycentric refinement
for the Scott–Vogelius (SV) finite element method for two different choices of ν . Since this method shows the
eh = (BDM2 )2 and Q
e h = P1 in the mixed system
expected convergence order r = 2, we used the spaces V
CEQ
given in Remark 4.2. As expected, the error estimator contribution ηf
is of higher order, but in a pressuredominant scenario with ν = 10−4 it is, even on the finest mesh, much larger than the exact error. Also the other
contribution ησCEQ is much larger than the exact error and not of higher order. In fact, the efficiency index scales

eh will only lead to
approximately with ν −1 . Note that also any local equilibrated fluxes from the same space V
larger bounds than the best-approximation in this space that we computed here.

In summary, there are situations (when ν −1 (p − p̄h ) is large compared to u) were the classical equilibration
designs cannot be considered efficient for the velocity error of a pressure-robust discretisation. Note that since
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the SV finite element method provides exactly divergence-free velocity solutions, it holds c−1
0 k div(ūh )k = 0 in
Theorem 4.1.
5. N OVEL

PRESSURE - ROBUST GUARANTEED UPPER BOUNDS

5.1. Motivation. The main idea of our novel relaxed equilibration is motivated by the findings of the pressurerobust mass conserving mixed stress (MCS) method from [18, 17, 24]. In order to apply this method for an equilibration in the sense of the Prager-Synge Theorem 2.1, we need to slightly weaken the regularity assumptions of
σ approx and the equilibration constraint (7). To this end we define the novel function space

H(curl div, Ω) := {τ ∈ L2 (Ω)d×d : div(τ ) ∈ (H0 (div, Ω))? , tr(τ ) = 0},

where (H0 (div, Ω))? is the dual space of H0 (div, Ω) := {v ∈ H(div, Ω) : vn = 0 on ∂Ω}. This then allows
to reformulate (7) as
(12)

hdiv(σ approx ), viH0 (div,Ω) + (f , v) = 0 for all v ∈ H0 (div, Ω) with div(v) = 0,

where h·, ·iH0 (div,Ω) denotes the duality pair on H0 (div, Ω). Following the ideas of the MCS method we continue
to derive a discrete version of (12). For this we define for some given k ≥ 0, the discrete stress and velocity space
by


Σh := τh ∈ Pk (T )d×d : tr(τh ) = 0; ∀F ∈ F(Ω), [[(τh )nt ]] = 0 ,
Vh := RTk (T ) ∩ H0 (div, Ω).

Although Vh ⊂ H0 (div, Ω), the space Σh is slightly non-conforming with respect to the space H(curl div, Ω),
see [24] for details. To mimic the continuous duality pair h·, ·iH0 (div,Ω) we define for all functions σh ∈ Σh and
vh ∈ Vh the bilinear form

hdiv(σh ), vh iVh :=

X

T ∈T

=−

(div(σh ), vh )T −

X

T ∈T

(σh , ∇vh )T +

which can be interpreted as a distributional divergence.

X

([[(σh )nn ]], (vh )n )F

F ∈F

X

((σh )nt , [[(vh )t ]])F ,

F ∈F

This then leads to a discrete version of the relaxed equilibration (12) given by

(f , vh ) + hdiv(σh ), vh iVh = 0 for all vh ∈ Vh with div(vh ) = 0.

Before we derive guaranteed upper bounds for σh ∈ Σh with this constraint in Theorem 5.2 below, some additional
tools are introduced.
5.2. Commuting interpolation operators. In the following we employ several commuting interpolators whose
properties are collected here. For this note that the operator curl has a different definition in two and three dimensions and further depends on the dimension of the quantity it is applied to. If applied to some scalar-valued
quantity ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω) it is defined by curl(ψ) := (∂y ψ, −∂x ψ)T . If applied to some vector-valued quantity
ψ = (ψ1 , ψ2 ) ∈ H 1 (Ω) for d = 2 it reads as curl(ψ) := ∂x ψ2 − ∂y ψ1 , and if applied to some vector-valued
quantity ψ ∈ H(curl, Ω) for d = 3 it reads as curl(ψ) := ∇ × ψ . Now let IVh be the standard RaviartThomas interpolation operator. Since the de-Rham complex (i.e. the commuting properties we aim to discuss)
involves different spaces depending on the spatial dimension, we define

(
Pk+1 ∩ H 1 (Ω) for d = 2 (Lagrange space of order k + 1),
Wh :=
Nk
for d = 3 (Nédélec space of order k).

Then, for d = 3, the interpolation IWh is the standard Nédélec interpolation operator as in [4], and for d = 2 we
use the (corresponding commuting) H 1 -interpolation operator as given in [36].
Theorem 5.1 (Commuting interpolations). Let T ∈ T be an arbitrary simplex and let F ∈ F be an arbitrary face.
The operators IWh and IVh enjoy the properties:
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 For d = 2 we have the commuting property

IVh curl(ψ) = curl(IWh ψ) for all ψ ∈ H 2 (Ω),

(13)

and the approximation properties

((id −IWh )ψ, qh )F = 0 for all qh ∈ Pk−1 (F ),

(14)

((id −IWh )ψ, qh )T = 0 for all qh ∈ Pk−2 (T ),

(15)

kψ − IWh ψkT ≤ c2 hT k∇ψkT

(16)

for all ψ ∈ H 2 (T ).

 For d = 3 we have the commuting property

IVh curl ψ = curl(IWh ψ) for all ψ ∈ H 1 (curl, Ω),

(17)

where H 1 (curl, Ω) = {ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω) : curl(ψ) ∈ H 1 (Ω)}, and the approximation properties
(18)
(19)

((id −IWh )ψ, qh × n)F = 0 for all qh ∈ Pk−1 (F ),
((id −IWh )ψ, qh )T = 0 for all qh ∈ Pk−2 (T ),
kψ − IWh ψkT ≤ c2 hT k∇ψkT

(20)

for all ψ ∈ H 1 (curl, T ).

 For d = 2 and d = 3 we have

(((id −IVh )v)n , qh )F = 0 for all qh ∈ Pk (F ),

(21)

((id −IVh )v, qh )T = 0 for all qh ∈ Nk−2 (T ),

(22)

kv − IVh vkT ≤ c1 hT k∇vkT

(23)

for all v ∈ H 1 (T ),

with constants c1 , c2 independent of hT .
Proof. The properties of IWh in two and three dimensions follows with the results in [36] and standard BrambleHilbert type arguments. Note that the results in [36] (in two dimensions) are only given for the rotated commuting
diagram, i.e. ∇IWh ψ = INk (∇ψ), where INk is the standard Nédélec interpolator. The claimed results in this
work follow immediately as the Raviart–Thomas space is simply a rotated Nédélec space and the curl is the rotated
gradient, thus we have (INk (∇ψ))⊥ = IVh (curl ψ). Similar results can be found in [10, 34, 4].
Equation (21) is a standard property of the Raviart-Thomas interpolation operator, see e.g. [4]. We continue
with the proof of (22) but only present the case d = 3 since the two dimensional results follows with similar
arguments. First observe that any divergence-free function v ∈ V0 has a (local) potential v = curl(ψ) for some
ψ ∈ H 1 (curl, T ). Then, for any qh ∈ Nk−2 (T ), (17) and an integration by parts show

((id −IVh )v, qh )T = ((id −IVh ) curl(ψ), qh )T = (curl((id −IWh )ψ), qh )T
= ((id −IWh )ψ, curl(qh ))T − ((id −IWh )ψ, qh × n)F .

Since qh ∈ Nk−2 (T ) ⊂ Pk−1 (T ) and hence curl(qh ) ∈ Pk−2 (T ) and qh × n|F ∈ Pk−1 (F ), the right-hand
side vanishes due to (19) and (18). This concludes the proof.

5.3. Novel pressure-robust guaranteed upper bounds. We are now in the position to derive pressure-robust
guaranteed upper bounds via equilibrated fluxes with a proper discrete analogue of the equilibration constraint (7).
Theorem 5.2. Assume the regularity f ∈ H(curl, Ω). Let ūh , p̄h be the solution of (8) and let σ̄h := ν∇ūh .
For any discrete stress σh ∈ Σh that is equilibrated in the sense

(f , vh ) + hdiv(σh ), vh iVh = 0 for all vh ∈ Vh with div(vh ) = 0,

(24)

it holds k∇(u − ūh )k ≤ η(σh ) with the error estimator

η(σh )2 := ν −2

X

T ∈T

c1 c2 h2T k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kT + kdev(σh − σ̄h )kT
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Proof. As in Theorem 4.1 the point of departure is the error split
2
k∇(u − ūh )k2 ≤ ν −2 krk2V0? + c−2
0 k div(ūh )k

where it remains to bound the residual functional

r(v) = (f , v) − (σ̄h , ∇v) for all v ∈ V0 ,
in its dual norm

krkV0? :=

r(v)
.
v∈V0 \{0} k∇vk
sup

Consider an arbitrary test function v ∈ V0 and some equilibrated flux σh with the properties stated above. The
equilibration constraint (24) for vh = IVh v and an integration by parts yields

r(v) =hf + div(σh ), v − IVh viVh + (σh − σ̄h , ∇v)
X
=
(f + div(σh ), v − IVh v)T
T ∈T

+

X

F ∈F (Ω)

([[(σh )nn ]], (v − IVh v)n )F + (σh − σ̄h , ∇v).

Since [[(σh )nn ]] ∈ Pk (F ), the second integral vanishes using to orthogonality properties of the normal flux of
(v − IVh v), see (21) of Theorem 5.1. The last integral on the right-hand side can be estimated by

(σh − σ̄h , ∇v) = (dev(σh − σ̄h ), ∇v) ≤

(25)

X

T ∈T

kdev(σh − σ̄h )kT k∇vkT .

Here, dev(A) denotes the deviatoric part of a A and it was used that A − dev(A) = tr(A)Id×d /d is orthogonal
on gradients of divergence-free functions.
The estimate of the first integral will be presented only for the case d = 3, as for d = 2 the arguments are very
similar. Since v − IVh v is divergence-free, there exists some ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω) with k∇ψkT ≤ kv − IVh vkT , see
for example in [9], such that v − IVh v = curl ψ and by the interpolation properties we have

k∇ψkT ≤ k curl ψkT = kv − IVh vkT ≤ c1 hT k∇vkT

(26)

on every T ∈ T .

Moreover, it holds IVh curl ψ = 0 and hence, the commuting property (17) in Theorem 5.1 yields curl IWh ψ = 0
where IWh is the matching commuting interpolation operator. Note that the application of the operator IWh to ψ
is well defined, since locally on each element T ∈ T we have that v − IVh v ∈ H 1 (T ) and thus we can bound
k∇ curl ψkT ≤ k∇(v − IVh v)kT which gives ψ ∈ H 1 (curl, T ).
Next, if k ≥ 2, consider some Nédélec function θh ∈ Nk−2 (T ) chosen such that curl θh = πk−2 curl(f +
div(σh )). Then, (22) and the properties of σh yield

X

T ∈T

(f + div(σh ), v − IVh v)T =
=

X

T ∈T

X

T ∈T

+

(f + div(σh ) − θh , curl(ψ − IWh ψ))T
(id −πk−2 ) curl(f + div(σh )), ψ − IWh ψ)T
X

F ∈F (Ω)

([[f + div(σh )]] × n, ψ − IWh ψ)F .

Since f ∈ H(curl, Ω) and div(σh ) ∈ Pk−1 (T ), the second integral vanishes due to property (18) of IWh from
Theorem 5.1. For the remaining term the equation (id −πk−2 ) curl(div(σh )) = 0, the interpolation properties
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of IWh (see again Theorem 5.1) and (26) yield

X

T ∈T

((id −πk−2 ) curl(f + div(σh )), ψ − IWh ψ)T
≤
≤
≤

X

T ∈T

X

T ∈T

X

T ∈T

k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kT kψ − IWh ψkT
c2 hT k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kT k∇ψkT
c1 c2 h2T k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kT k∇vkT .

The last estimate, (25) and a Cauchy inequality show

r(v) ≤
and hence

X

T ∈T

krk2V0? ≤


c1 c2 h2T k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kT + kdev(σh − σ̄h )kT k∇vkT

X

T ∈T

c1 c2 h2T k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )kT + kdev(σh − σ̄h )kT

2

.


This concludes the proof.

Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.2 also holds true in the case when we only have the local regularity assumption f ∈
H(curl, T ) for all T ∈ T . Note however, that this introduces another term on the boundary of the elements given
by

c3

X

F ∈F (Ω)

h3F k(id −πk−1 )[[f × n]]k2F

added to the estimator η(σh )2 given in Theorem 5.2. Here, c3 is an additional constant that only depends on the
shape of the simplices T ∈ T .
Remark 5.4 (Divergence error). In the numerical examples of Section 9 it becomes apparent that the efficiency
of the error estimator is mostly limited by the divergence-term c−1
0 k div(uh )k for non-divergence-free discretisations. To avoid this term and possibly further increase the efficiency, one may consider a divergence-free postprocessing sh ∈ H 1 (Ω) of uh and perform the error estimation for sh or σ̄h := ∇sh . Effectively this would
replace the term c−1
0 k div(uh )k by k∇(sh − ūh )k without the possibly small constant c0 . A candidate for such
a post-processing may be a locally computed approximation into a divergence-free Scott–Vogelius finite element
space (on a barycentrically refined subgrid) similar to [23].
6. G LOBAL E QUILIBRATION
This section derives one possible design of an equilibrated flux σh = σhGEQ for Theorem 5.2. The idea is to solve
a global problem with a mixed MCS method: Find (σhGEQ , uh , ph ) ∈ Σh × Vh × Qh such that
(27a)
(27b)
(27c)

1 GEQ
(σ , τh ) + hdiv(τh ), uh iVh = (∇ūh , τh )
ν h
hdiv(σhGEQ ), vh iVh + (div(vh ), ph ) = (−f , vh )

(div(uh ), qh ) = −(div(ūh ), qh )

for all τh ∈ Σh ,
for all vh ∈ Vh ,
for all qh ∈ Qh .

The system (27) can be interpreted as an L2 -minimization problem with constraints given by

kσhGEQ − ν∇ūh kL2 (Ω) → min

such that hdiv(σh ), IVh V0 iVh = (−f , IVh V0 ).

Since no explicit basis for IVh V0 (i.e. exactly divergence-free Raviart-Thomas functions) can be constructed, the
divergence constraint is employed by means of the Lagrange multiplier ph .
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Theorem 6.1. The solution σhGEQ of problem (27) satisfies the discrete equilibration constraint (24). If the exact
velocity solution of 5 fulfills the regularity u ∈ H m (T ) ∩ V0 with m ≥ 2, it holds the error estimate

kσ − σhGEQ k . hs νkukH s+1 (T )

where s := min{m − 1, k + 1} and σ = ν∇u.

Proof. The equilibration constraint follows from the second equation of the discrete system (27), since given any
v ∈ V0 , testing with the divergence-free function vh := IVh v leads to hdiv(σhGEQ ), vh iVh = (−f , vh ).
We continue with the error estimate by showing that the solution of the best-approximation problem (27) is related
to solving a MCS-Stokes problem with a zero right-hand in the first and third equation. To this end let wh =
uh + IVh ūh . Since div(τh ) ∈ Pk−1 (T )2 for all T ∈ T and [[(τh )nn ]] ∈ Pk (F ) for all F ∈ F , the properties
of the Raviart-Thomas interpolator, integration by parts and the H 1 -continuity of ūh give

hdiv(τh ), IVh ūh iVh =
=

X

T ∈T

X

T ∈T

=−

(div(τh ), IVh ūh )T −
(div(τh ), ūh )T −

X

T ∈T

(τh , ∇ūh )T +

= −(∇ūh , τh ).

X

([[(τh )nn ]], (IVh ūh )n )F

F ∈F

X

([[(τh )nn ]], (ūh )n )F

F ∈F

X

((τh )nt , [[(ūh )t ]])F

F ∈F

Further we have (div(IVh ūh ), qh ) = (div(ūh ), qh ) for all qh ∈ Qh . This shows that the triplet (σhGEQ , wh , ph ) ∈
Σh × Vh × Qh solves the problem

1 GEQ
(σ , τh ) + hdiv(τh ), wh iVh = 0
ν h
hdiv(σhGEQ ), vh iVh + (div(vh ), ph ) = (−f , vh )

for all τh ∈ Σh ,
for all vh ∈ Vh ,
for all qh ∈ Qh .

(div(wh ), qh ) = 0

Since wh ∈ Vh is exactly divergence-free, the pressure-robust error estimates of the standard Stokes problem
(discretised by the MCS method) from [24, 17] give

kσ − σhGEQ k . hs νkukH s+1 .



This concludes the proof.
The following theorem proves global efficiency of the global design.

Theorem 6.2 (Global efficiency of the global design). The error estimator for σh := σhGEQ from (27), is efficient in
the sense that



η(σhGEQ ) . ν −1 kσ − σ̄h k + kσ − σhGEQ k + osck−2 (curl(f )) ,

with the data oscillations
(28)

osck−2 (curl(f )) :=

X
T ∈T

h2T k(id −πk−2 ) curl(f )k2T

1/2

.

Note that the oscillations and the second term on the right-hand side (estimated in Theorem 6.1) are of order hk+1
T
if the data is smooth enough.
Proof. This follows by the definition of the estimator η of Theorem 5.2 and the triangle inequality

kdev(σh − σ̄h )k ≤ kσh − σ̄h k ≤ kσ − σ̄h k + kσ − σh k,
and the estimate

kdiv(ūh )k = kdiv(u − ūh )k ≤ ν −1 kσ − σ̄h k.
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7. L OCAL E QUILIBRATION
This section suggests some design of an admissible pressure-robust equilibrated flux σh = σhLEQ for Theorem 5.2
based on local problems on vertex patches.
7.1. Setup of the local problems. Let V be the set of vertices of a triangulation T . For V ∈ V let ωV denote
the corresponding vertex patch, i.e. the union of all adjacent cells in TV := {T ∈ T : V ∈ T }. Furthermore,
FV denotes the set of facets within the vertex patch including the facets on the boundary ∂ωV . For a fixed interior
vertex V we define the following spaces with k = r (recall that r is the optimal convergence rate of the primal
method)

ΣVh := {τh ∈ L2 (TV )d×d : ∀T ∈ TV , τh |T ∈ Pk (T )d×d with tr(τh ) = 0},

VhV := RTk (TV ),

V̂hV := {v̂h ∈ L2 (FV ) : ∀F ∈ FV , v̂h |F ∈ Pk (F ) and (v̂h )n = 0},
QVh := {qh ∈ L2 (TV ) : ∀T ∈ TV , qh |T ∈ Pk (T )}.

Note that in contrast to the global stress space Σh , the local stress space ΣV
h is broken, i.e., does not include the
continuity constraint [[(τh )nt ]] = 0. Similarly to other local equilibration setups, see for example [5], the space V̂hV
V
is chosen such that the normal-tangential trace of functions in ΣV
h lie in V̂h .

For the local problems we then further define the product space

XhV := (VhV × V̂hV )/{(c, ct ) : c ∈ Rd },

(29)

where c denotes a vector-valued constant, and (c, ct ) reads as (a constant) element of the product space VhV ×

V̂hV . Hence, the space XhV is factorised by vector-valued constant functions on the patch.

V : L2 (T ) × [L2 (F )] → Rd is given by
The projection onto vector-valued constants πR
V
V t

πRV (vh , v̂h ) :=

 X 

X 
1
vh dx +
v̂h ds ∈ Rd .
|TV | + |FV |
T
F
T ∈TV

F ∈FV

Here the quantities |TV | and |FV | denote the area of the element patch and the skeleton of the patch respectively.
Note that we then have the equality
(30)

XhV = {(vh , v̂h ) ∈ VhV × V̂hV : (id −πRV )(vh , v̂h ) 6= 0}.

For each element T ∈ T and every vertex V ∈ T we define the scalar linear operator

BTV : Pk+1 (T ) → Pk (T ), vh 7→ BTV (vh ) := ILk (φV vh ),

k denotes the nodal (Lagrange) interpolation operator into P (T ) and φ is the hat function of the vertex
where IL
V
k
V . By that we then define on ωV the scalar bubble projector (see also [26])

B V : Pk+1 (TV ) → Pk (TV ), vh 7→ B V (vh ) :=

X

BTV (vh ),

T ∈TV

and the (vector-valued) bubble projector

B V : Pk+1 (TV ) → Pk (TV ), vh 7→ B V (vh ) with (B V (vh ))j := B V ((vh )j ),
where (·)j denotes the j -th component of the vector.
Lemma 7.1. The bubble projector B V fulfills the following properties:
i. B V (vh )|∂ωV = 0 for all vh ∈ VhV
ii. Let vhV ∈ VhV then B V (vhV ) ∈ BDMk (TV ).
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iii. For all elements T ∈ T we have the partition of unity property

X

V ∈T

B V (vh |T ) = vh |T

for all vh ∈ Vh with div(vh ) = 0.

iv. For a constant c ∈ Rd there holds B V (c) = φV c.
Proof. Item i. follows by the definition and the linearity of the bubble projection. For the proof of ii. choose an
arbitrary edge F ∈ FV with the corresponding normal vector n. Since vhV is normal continuous we have by the
properties of the nodal interpolation operator that

[[(B V (vhV )(x))n ]] = φV (x)[[(vhV (x))n ]] = 0 for all x ∈ F.
This shows that B V (vhV ) is normal continuous and as B V (vhV ) ∈ Pk (TV ) it follows that B V (vhV ) ∈ BDMk (TV ).
For iii. let vh ∈ Vh with div(vh ) = 0 be arbitrary. Since vh is divergence-free it follows that vh ∈ BDMk (T ),
k (v | ) = v | . The claimed partition of unity property then follows by the
thus vh |T ∈ Pk (T ) and so IL
h T
h T
linearity of the bubble projector B V . The last item iv. follows for each component separately since there holds
ILk (cφV ) = cφV on each element T ∈ TV and all c ∈ R. This concludes the proof.

V
V
V
V
V
For each vertex V we solve the local problem: Find (σhV , (uV
h , ûh ), ph ) ∈ Σh × Xh × Qh such that, for all
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
(τh , (vh , v̂h ), qh ) ∈ Σh × Xh × Qh ,

(σhV , τhV )ωV + hdiv(τhV ), (uVh , ûVh )iV V = 0

(31a)

h

hdiv(σhV ), (vhV , v̂hV )iV V
h

(31b)

+

hdiv(τhV ), (uVh , ûVh )iV V :=
h

= r V ((vhV , v̂hV )),

(div(uVh ), qhV )ωV = 0,

(31c)
with the bilinear form

(div(vhV ), pVh )ωV

X

(div(τhV ), uVh )T

T ∈TV

−

X

([[(τhV )nn ]], (uVh )n )F + ([[(τhV )nt ]], ûVh )F ,

F ∈FV

and the local residuum for the solution ūh , p̄h of (8) with σ̄h = ν∇ūh given by

r V ((vhV , v̂hV )) :=

X

(f , B V (vhV ))T +

T ∈TV

X

T ∈TV

(ν∆ūh − ∇p̄h , B V (vhV ))T

− ((σ̄h − p̄h Id×d )nn , (B V (vhV ))n )∂T − (φV (σ̄h )nt , v̂hV )∂T .

Note that hdiv(·), (·, ·)iV V reads as a restriction of the discrete duality pair hdiv(·), ·iVh onto ωV but further
h

includes the normal-tangential jumps since functions in ΣV
h are not (normal-tangential) continuous. This shows
that (31) reads as a local version of the global problem given by (27) where the (normal-tangential) continuity of
the stress variable σhV is incorporated by a Lagrange multiplier in V̂hV .
Using integration by parts, the right hand side can also be written as
(33)

r V ((vhV , v̂hV )) =

X

T ∈TV

(f , B V (vhV ))T − (σ̄h , ∇B V (vhV ))T

+ (p̄h , div(B V (vhV )))T + ((σ̄h )nt , (B V (vhV ) − φV v̂hV )t )∂T .
Remark 7.2. As usual for equilibrated error estimators we slightly modify the definition of the local problems when
the vertex V lies on the Dirichlet boundary. In this case the degrees of freedom of V̂hV on the domain boundary
are removed. Accordingly, FV gets replaced by FV \{F ∈ FV : F ⊂ ∂Ω}. Moreover, the mean value constraint

of the product space is removed, i.e. we set XhV := (VhV × V̂hV ).
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7.2. Analysis of the local problem. For the analysis consider the norms

kσhV k2ΣV :=
h

k(vhV , v̂hV )k2X V :=
h

kpVh kQV
h

=

X
T

X

kσhV k2T + hT k(σhV )nt k2∂T ,
k∇vhV k2T +

T
kpVh kωV

1
k(v̂hV − vhV )t k2∂T ,
hT

.

Note that the the norm k · kX V reads as an H 1 -like norm on the velocity space Xh since the Lagrange multipliers
h

in V̂hV can be interpreted as the tangential component of the local velocities in VhV . Such norms are very common
in the analysis of hybrid discontinuous Galerkin methods, see for example [25]. Further we define the kernel of the
constraints given by

KV := {(σhV , pVh ) ∈ ΣVh × QVh : ∀(vhV , v̂hV ) ∈ XhV ,

hdiv(σhV ), (vhV , v̂hV )iV V + (div(vhV ), pVh )ωV = 0}.
h

Lemma 7.3. The following stability conditions hold true:

 Continuity: For all σhV , τhV ∈ ΣVh , (vhV , v̂hV ) ∈ XhV and qh ∈ QVh we have

(σhV , τhV )ωV . kσhV kΣV kτ V kΣV ,
h

hdiv(σhV ), (vhV , v̂hV )iV V
h

.

kσhV kΣV
h

h

k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V
h

,

(div(vhV ), qhV )ωV . k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V kqh kQV .
h



V
Kernel coercivity: For all (σhV , pV
h ) ∈ K we have
(σhV , τhV )ωV & (kσhV k2ΣV
h

h

+ kpVh k2QV ).
h

 The inf-sup conditions:

i. For all (vhV , v̂hV ) ∈ XhV there exists a constant β1 > 0 such that

hdiv(σhV ), (vhV , v̂hV )iV V + (div(vhV ), pVh )ωV
h

sup
V
(σh

,pV
h

)∈ΣV
h

kσhV kΣV k + kpVh kQV

×QV
h

h

h

≥ β1 k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V .
h

ii. For all (vhV , v̂hV ) ∈ XhV with div(vhV ) = 0 there exists a constant β2 > 0 such that

sup
V
σh

hdiv(σhV ), (vhV , v̂hV )iV V

∈ΣV
h

h

kσhV kΣV
h

≥ β2 k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V .
h

Proof. The continuity follows immediately with the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and using integration by parts for
integrals of the bilinear form hdiv(·), (·, ·)iV V . The proofs of the kernel ellipticity and the inf-sup conditions follow
h
with exactly the same steps as in the stability proofs of the original MCS-method in [18, 17, 24], since the bilinear
forms and spaces of the local problems in this work simply read as a hybridized version of the original MCSmethod. In this work the normal-tangential continuity of the stress space is incorporated by the additional Lagrange
1
1
multiplier ûV
h and we switched from the H -like DG norm used in the original works to the corresponding H -like
HDG norm given by k · kX V in this work. Note however, that we do not have zero Dirichlet boundary conditions of
h

the velocity variable, but since we excluded the kernel of k · kX V (constant functions) in the definition of the space
h

XhV , the results simply follow by norm equivalence.



V
V
V
V
V
Theorem 7.4. There exists a unique solution (σhV , (uV
h , ûh ), ph ) ∈ Σh × Xh × Qh of (31) with the stability
estimate

kσhV kΣV + k(uVh , ûVh )kX V .
h
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Proof. The solvability of (31) follows with the standard theory of saddle point problems (i.e. Brezzi’s Theorem),
see for example in [4] and the estimitates of Lemma 7.3. The stability estimate follows by the inf-sup condition
on the subspace of divergence-free functions, see item ii. of Lemma 7.3, and standard estimates employing the
solvability of (31).

Now let V̂h be the global version of the local space V̂hV , i.e. we define

V̂h := {v̂h ∈ L2 (F) : ∀F ∈ F, v̂h |F ∈ Pk (F ) and (v̂h )n = 0}.
The next theorem provides several properties of the local solution of (31). First we show that equation (31b) also
holds for constants (and not only for functions of the factor space XhV ), and that the local stress variable has a
vanishing normal-tangential trace. Further we discuss local equilibrium conditions.
V
V
Theorem 7.5 (Properties of the local solution). Let σhV ∈ ΣV
h and ph ∈ Qh be the local solution of (31). There
hold the following properties:

i. For all (vhV , v̂hV ) ∈ VhV × V̂hV there holds
(34)

hdiv(σhV ), (vhV , v̂hV )iV V + (div(vhV ), pVh )ωV = r V ((vhV , v̂hV )).
h

ii. For any (vh , v̂h ) of the (global) space Vh × V̂h , with div(vh ) = 0, there holds the local equilibrium
condition

hdiv(σhV ), (vh , v̂h )iV V = r V ((vh , v̂h )).

(35)

h

iii. The solution σhV has a zero normal-tangential trace at the boundary
(σhV )nt = 0 on ∂ωV .
Proof. Let V ∈ V be an arbitrary but fixed vertex. In a first step we will proof that equation (31b) also hold for
V ((v V , v̂ V )). Using div(c) = 0 and integration by parts we have for
constant functions. To this end let c = πR
h
h
the left side of (31b)

hdiv(σhV ), (c, ct )iV V + (div(c), pVh )ωV
h
X
X
([[(σhV )nn ]], cn )F + ([[(σhV )nt ]], ct )F
=
(div(σhV ), c)T −
T

=−

X
T

F

(σhV , ∇c)T

X
+
([[(σhV )nt ]], (c − c)t )F = 0.
F

We continue with the right-hand side. Using representation (33) we get for the constant c and using item iv. of
Lemma 7.1 that

r V ((c, ct )) =

X

T ∈TV

(f , B V (c))T − (σ̄h , ∇B V (c))T + (φV p̄h , div(B V (c)))T

+ ((σ̄h )nt , (B V (c)t − φV ct ))∂T
X
=
(f , cφV )T − (σ̄h , ∇(cφV ))T + (p̄h div(cφV ))T .
T ∈TV

Since cφV is an element of the velocity Stokes discretisation space V̄h , the first line of (8) then gives

r V ((c, ct )) =

X

T ∈TV

(f , (id −R)cφV )T = 0,

where the last step follows from cφV ∈ P1 (T ) ∩ H01 (Ω) and (10). In total this shows that we also have
r V ((c, ct )) = 0, thus using (vhV , v̂hV ) = (πRV + (id −πRV ))(vhV , v̂hV ), definition (30) and (31b), we have
proven (34).
For the second statement let (vh , v̂h ) ∈ Vh × V̂h , with div(vh ) = 0. Setting vhV = vh |ωV and v̂hV = v̂h |FV
immediately proves (35).
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For the proof of the third statement consider the test function v̂hV ∈ V̂hV such that v̂hV = (σhV )nt on every facet
F ⊂ ∂ωV , and zero on the internal facets. Using equation (34) with vhV = 0 then gives (for the squared L2 -norm
on the facets)

X

((σhV )nt , (σhV )nt )F =

F ∈∂ωV

X

((σhV )nt , v̂hV )F =

X

(φV (σ̄h )nt , v̂hV )∂T = 0,

T ∈TV

F ∈∂ωV

where we used that φV vanishes on the boundary ∂ωV and v̂hV on internal facets.



7.3. Admissibility of the global flux. After solving the local problems we define the equilibrated flux

σhLEQ := σ̄h − σh∆ with σh∆ :=

(36)

X

σhV .

V

Theorem 7.6. The locally equilibrated stress σhLEQ is an element of Σh and satisfies the discrete equilibration
condition (24), i.e.,

(f , vh ) + hdiv(σhLEQ ), vh iVh = 0 for all vh ∈ Vh with div(vh ) = 0.
Proof. To show σhLEQ ∈ Σh it suffices to show that its normal-tangential jumps vanish. Indeed, for any arbitrary
v̂h ∈ V̂h , it holds,

X

([[(σhLEQ )nt ]], (v̂h )t )F =

F ∈F

X X

([[(σhLEQ )nt ]], (φV v̂h )t )F

V ∈V F ∈FV

=

X X

V ∈V F ∈FV

([[(σ̄h )nt ]], (φV v̂h )t )F − ([[(σh∆ )nt ]], (φV v̂h )t )F .

Here, we only used that the {φV }V ∈V form a partition of unity. Applying the third and then the second statement
of Theorem 7.5 (with vh = 0), the sum over the last integral can be written as

X X

([[(σh∆ )nt ]], (φV v̂h )t )F =

V ∈V F ∈FV

X X

([[(σhV )nt ]], (φV v̂h )t )F

V ∈V F ∈FV

=

X X

([[(σ̄h )nt ]], (φV v̂h )t )F ,

V ∈V F ∈FV

P

and thus F ∈F ([[(σhLEQ )nt ]], (v̂h )t )F = 0. With the choice (v̂h )t = [[(σhLEQ )nt ]], we conclude that [[(σhLEQ )nt ]] =
0 point wise, and so σhLEQ ∈ Σh .

To show the equilibration constraint, consider an arbitrary vh ∈ Vh with div(vh ) = 0. Since σhLEQ ∈ Σh , the
definition of the global and local distributional divergences and (36) gives

hdiv(σhLEQ ), vh iVh = hdiv(σ̄h ), vh iVh −
= hdiv(σ̄h ), vh iVh −

X

V ∈V

X

V ∈V

hdiv(σhV ), (vh , 0)iV V
h

r V ((vh , 0)) = −(f , vh ).

The last identity follows with an integration by parts, item iii. of Lemma 7.1 and div(vh ) = 0. Altogether this
shows the claimed discrete equilibration condition.


8. L OCAL E FFICIENCY
This section proves efficiency of the proposed local equilibrated fluxes in the sense that the error estimator is a
lower bound for the velocity error plus norms that only depend on the velocity and have the right order and data
oscillations. In particular also the efficiency bound is pressure-independent.
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Theorem 8.1 (Efficiency of the local design). Assume that the exact solution fulfills the regularity u ∈ H m (T ) ∩
V0 , for some m ≥ 2. The error estimator for σh := σhLEQ is efficient in the sense that



X
η(σhLEQ ) . ν −1 kσ − σ̄h k +
kσhV kΣV + osck−2 (curl(f )) ,
h

V ∈V

where σhV ∈ ΣV
h are the local solutions of (31) and the oscillations as in Theorem 6.2. Further there holds for all
local solutions the pressure-robust local efficiency

kσhV k2ΣV .
h

X

T ∈TV

kσ − σ̄h k2T + hT k(σ − σ̄h )nt k2∂T + h2T k(id −πr−2 )ν∆uk2T .

If the reconstruction operator R of the primal method (8) is the identity, the last term of the right hand side vanishes.
Proof. The first statement follows with exactly the same steps as in the proof Theorem 6.2, equation (36) and the
triangle inequality

kσ − σhLEQ k ≤ kσ − σ̄h k + k

X

V ∈V

σhV k ≤ kσ − σ̄h k +

X

V ∈V

kσhV kΣV .
h

V
V
We continue with the proof of the local pressure-robust stability estimate. For this let (σhV , (uV
h , ûh ), ph ) ∈
V
V
V
Σh × Xh × Qh be the solution of (31). By the stability estimate of Theorem 7.4 we have

kσhV kΣV .
h

sup
V ,v̂ V )∈X V
(vh
h
h
V )=0
div(vh

r V ((vhV , v̂hV ))
.
k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V
h

Let (vhV , v̂hV ) ∈ XhV with div(vh ) = 0 be arbitrary. With f = −∆u + ∇p and applying integration by parts
(similar to (33)), the numerator simplifies to

r V ((vhV , v̂hV )) =

(37)

X

T ∈TV

−

(38)

−

(39)

X

T ∈TV

X

T ∈TV

(σ − σ̄h , ∇B V (vhV ))T
((σ − σ̄h )nt , (B V (vhV ) − φV v̂hV )t )∂T
(p − p̄h , div(B V (vhV )))T ,

where we used that B V (vhV ) · n = 0 on ∂ωV (see item i. of Lemma 7.1) and that

X

(φV (σ)nt , (v̂hV )t )∂T =

T ∈TV

X

([[φV (σ)nt ]], (v̂hV )t )F = 0.

F ∈FV

By the continuity of the bubble projector B V and that φV = O(1) on ωV , the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality applied
to the sums in (37) and (38) gives

X

T ∈TV

≤

(σ − σ̄h , ∇B V (vhV ))T − ((σ − σ̄h )nt , (B V (vhV ) − φV v̂hV )t )∂T

X

T ∈TV



≤

k(σ − σ̄h )kT k∇vhV kT + hT k(σ − σ̄h )nt k∂T

X

T ∈TV

1/2

k(σ − σ̄h )k2T + h2T k(σ − σ̄h )nt k2∂T 

1
k(vhV − v̂hV )t k∂T
hT

k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V .
h

We continue with the remaining third sum in (39) (which does not vanish, although vhV is divergence-free). For
this let π Q̄h p be the L2 best-approximation of the exact pressure in the pressure space Q̄h and define the mean
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value

cp :=

1
(π Q̄h p − p̄h , 1)ωV .
|TV |

According to item ii. of Lemma 7.1, we have that B V (vhV ) ∈ BDMk (TV ) and thus div(B V (vhV )) ∈ Q̄h , which
gives

X

T ∈TV

(p − p̄h , div(B V (vhV )))T =

X

T ∈TV

(π Q̄h p − p̄h − cp , div(B V (vhV )))T

. kπ Q̄h p − p̄h − cp kωV k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V ,
h

where we again used the continuity of B V . By the inf-sup condition of the primal Stokes dicretisation (π Q̄h p −
p̄h − cp has a zero mean value on ωV ) on the local space V̄h ∩ H01 (ωV ) we have

kπ Q̄h p − p̄h − cp kωV .

(π Q̄h p − p̄h − cp , div(v̄h ))ωV
.
k∇v̄h kωV
v̄h ∈V̄h ∩H 1 (ωV )
sup

0

Now, using that p̄h is the discrete pressure solution we get

−(p̄h , div(v̄h ))ωV = (f , R(v̄h ))ωV − (ν∇ūh , ∇v̄h )ωV

= (−ν∆u + ∇p, R(v̄h ))ωV − (ν∇ūh , ∇v̄h )ωV .

Since div(R(v̄h )) ∈ Q̄h , see (9a), we get using integration by parts

(∇p, R(v̄h ))ωV = −(p, div(R(v̄h )))ωV = −(π Q̄h p, div(R(v̄h )))ωV
= −(π Q̄h p, div(v̄h ))ωV ,

and so in total (since (cp , div(v̄h ))ωV = 0 by Gauss’s theorem)

(π Q̄h p − p̄h − cp , div(v̄h ))ωV = −(ν∆u, R(v̄h ))ωV − (σ̄h , ∇v̄h )ωV

= −(ν∆u, R(v̄h ) − v̄h )ωV + (σ − σ̄h , ∇v̄h )ωV ,

where we added and subtracted (including integration by parts) (σ, ∇v̄h )ωV . By the properties of the reconstruction operator, the first integral can be bounded by
(40)

(−ν∆u, R(v̄h ) − v̄h )ωV . k(id −πωr−2
)ν∆ukωV hV k∇v̄h kωV ,
V

where hV denotes the diameter of the vertex patch ωV . Thus by the Cauchy Schwarz inequality we get the
estimate



kπ Q̄h p − p̄h − cp kωV . hV k(id −πωr−2
)ν∆ukωV + 
V

X

T ∈TV

and so



r V ((vhV , v̂hV )) . 

X

T ∈TV

1/2

k(σ − σ̄h )k2T 

1/2

k(σ − σ̄h )k2T + h2T k(σ − σ̄h )nt k2∂T 

,

k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V
h

+ hV k(id −πωr−2
)ν∆ukωV k(vhV , v̂hV )kX V .
V
h

This concludes the proof for the general case. Now assume that R = id, then we see that the additional term in
(40) vanishes which proves the stated result in the case where no reconstruction operator in the primal method (8)
is included.
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9. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
This section confirms the theoretical results by some numerical examples. For the ease of representation we
introduce the following notation. The pressure-robust estimator of Theorem 5.2 is denoted by η . Here, the flux σh
either corresponds to the solution σh GEQ of the global problem (27) or to the local equilibrated flux σh LEQ given by
equation (36). Further, we track the error estimator contributions

ηf (σh ) := ν −1 kh2T (id −πk−2 ) curl(f )k,

ησ (σh ) := ν −1 k dev(σh − σ̄h )k,
ηdiv := c−1
0 k div(ūh )k.

Recall that Table 1 shows the different inf-sup stable velocity pressure pairs that we consider for the primal formulation (8). The order k = r corresponds to the order of the space Vh = RTk , i.e. the order of the spaces used in
the equilibration designs (27) and (36). The adaptive mesh refinement loop is defined as usual by

SOLVE → ESTIMATE → MARK → REFINE → SOLVE → . . .
and employs the local contributions to the error estimator as element-wise refinement indicators. In the marking
step, an element T ∈ T is marked for refinement if η(T ) ≥ 41 max η(K). The refinement step refines all marked
K∈T

elements plus further elements in a closure step to guarantee a regular triangulation.

In the case of the Scott–Vogelius (SV) finite element approximation, the adaptive algorithm includes two meshes:
the macro element mesh T given by a standard triangulation, and the corresponding barycentrically refined triangulation (guaranteeing inf-sup stability of the SV element) denoted by Tbar (T ). Again, an element T ∈ T is
marked if (mean value of the elements included in one macro element)

1 X
1
µ(T 0 ) ≥ max η(K).
3 0
4 K∈Tbar
T ∈Tbar
T 0 ∩T 6=∅

The refinement of T is done as described before. The final mesh is then obtained by a global barycentric refinement step. Note that although the macro element meshes are nested, their barycentric refinements are in general
not nested.
The implementation and numerical examples where performed with the finite element library NGSolve/Netgen
[41, 40], see also www.ngsolve.org.
ref. level

ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν

=1
=1
=1
= 10−4
= 10−4
= 10−4

0

1

2

3

4

CEQ

σ
eh = σ
eh
2.62
2.43
2.29
2.20
2.15
σh = σhGEQ
2.30
1.75
1.29
1.14
1.07
σh = σhLEQ
3.08
2.48
2.01
1.81
1.70
CEQ
σ
eh = σ
eh
9526.38 11 515.79 9660.55 9633.06 9750.08
σh = σhGEQ
2.30
1.75
1.29
1.14
1.07
σh = σhLEQ
3.08
2.48
2.01
1.81
1.70

TABLE 2. Efficiency indices in the Example from Section 9.1 on uniformly refined meshes and
the SV element.

9.1. Smooth example on unit square. First, we revisit the smooth example from Section 4.2. Figure 2 presents
the convergence history of the error of the discrete Stokes solution ūh measured in the H 1 -semi norm using the
SV element with two different viscosities ν = 1 (top) and ν = 10−4 (bottom) on uniformly refined meshes. The
first important observation is that the error plot for the pressure-robust error estimator η(σhGEQ ) looks exactly the
same for ν = 1 and ν = 10−4 , while the classical estimator η
e(e
σ CEQ
h ) is nowhere close to the exact error of the
−4
pressure-robust Scott–Vogelius solution for ν = 10
as already observed in Section 4.2. As expected, the error
estimator scales with ν −1 and so does its efficiency index.
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2
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O(h )

103

104
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105

ηef (e
σhCEQ )
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F IGURE 2. Example from Section 9.1: Convergence history of exact error and error estimator
quantities on uniformly refined meshes for SV with ν = 1 (top) and 10−4 (bottom) and σ = σ
eCEQ
h
GEQ
(left) and σ = σh (right).
Table 2 lists the efficiency indices on the different refinement levels also for the pressure-robust local variant of
our error estimator. One can see that the error estimator for η(σhGEQ ) even is asymptotically exact, while the local
variant is not, but still attains very good efficiency indices around 2. We want to mention again that the novel error
bounds, unfortunately, contain unknown constants c1 and c2 which were evaluated by c1 = c2 = 1. However,
they only appear in front of ηf which is a higher order term (see Figure 2 again).
9.2. Smooth example on unit cube. The second example extends the previous example onto the unit cube

Ω = (0, 1)3 by prescribing the solution
u(x, y) := curl (ξ, ξ, ξ)

and

p(x, y) := x5 + y 5 + z 5 − 1/2

with the potential ξ = x2 (1 − x)2 y 2 (1 − y)2 z 2 (1 − z)2 and with matching right-hand side f := −ν∆u + ∇p
for variable viscosity ν .
Figure 3 presents the convergence history of the error of the discrete Stokes solution ūh measured in the H 1 semi norm using the P2B-3d element with two different viscosities ν = 1 (top) and ν = 10−4 (bottom) on
uniformly refined meshes. The observations are similar to the ones in the two dimensional case which validates
our results also for the case d = 3. Since the right-hand side f is a polynomial of higher order compared to the two
dimensional example, the oscillation terms ηf (σh GEQ ), η
ef (e
σ CEQ
h ) are much larger and hence more dominating
on coarser levels.
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F IGURE 3. Example from Section 9.2: Convergence history of exact error and error estimator
quantities on uniformly refined meshes for P2B-3d with ν = 1 (top) and 10−4 (bottom) and
σ=σ
eCEQ
(left) and σ = σhGEQ (right).
h

9.3. L-shaped domain
example. The final example from [44] is defined on the L-shaped domain Ω := (−1, 1)2 \

(0, 1) × (−1, 0) . The velocity u and pressure p0 now satisfy −ν∆u + ∇p0 = 0, and read as (given in polar
coordinates with radius R and angle ϕ)

u(R, ϕ) := R

α



(α + 1) sin(ϕ)ψ(ϕ) + cos(ϕ)ψ 0 (ϕ)
−(α + 1) cos(ϕ)ψ(ϕ) + sin(ϕ)ψ 0 (ϕ)

T

,

p0 := νR(α−1) ((1 + α)2 ψ 0 (ϕ) + ψ 000 (ϕ))/(1 − α)
with

ψ(ϕ) := 1/(α + 1) sin((α + 1)ϕ) cos(αω) − cos((α + 1)ϕ)

− 1/(α − 1) sin((α − 1)ϕ) cos(αω) + cos((α − 1)ϕ),

and α = 856399/1572864 ≈ 0.54, ω = 3π/2. To have a nonzero right-hand side we add the pressure
p+ := sin(xyπ), i.e. p := p0 + p+ and f := ∇(p+ ). Note that since f is a gradient we have ηf = 0 in this
example.
Figure 4 shows the convergence history of the exact error and the error estimators based on the classical equilibrated fluxes σ
eCEQ
and the pressure-robust fluxes σhGEQ on adaptively refined meshes where the refinement
h
indicators are steered by the local contributions of the estimators. For ν = 1 both estimators are efficient, the
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F IGURE 4. Example from Section 9.3: Convergence history of exact error and error estimator
quantities on adaptively refined meshes for SV with ν = 1 (top) and 10−4 (bottom) and σh =
σ
eCEQ
(left) and σh = σhGEQ (right).
h
ref. level

ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν

=1
=1
=1
= 10−4
= 10−4
= 10−4

CEQ

σ
eh = σ
eh
σh = σhGEQ
σh = σhLEQ
σ
eh = σ
eCEQ
h
σh = σhGEQ
σh = σhLEQ

reftot − 4

1.95
1.00
2.39
26.79
1.00
2.39

reftot − 3

1.96
1.00
2.39
27.17
1.00
2.39

reftot − 2

1.94
1.00
2.36
23.57
1.00
2.36

reftot − 1

1.92
1.00
2.36
18.40
1.00
2.36

reftot

1.90
1.00
2.37
15.00
1.00
2.37

TABLE 3. Efficiency indices in the Example from Section 9.3 on the last five adaptively refined
meshes using the SV element. Here reftot denotes the total number of refinement steps.

pressure-robust one is even asymptotically exact, and all convergence rates are optimal. For ν = 10−4 the numbers and meshes for the pressure-robust estimator are exactly the same (which is expected, since the discrete
velocity did not change), but the adaptive meshes for the classical estimator do not refine the corner singularity
and therefore fail to reduce the velocity error optimally. Here, the refinement indicators only see the dominating
pressure error and mark accordingly to reduce the pressure error. Adaptation to the corner singularity only starts
when the velocity error and the pressure error scaled with ν −1 are on par. The slow decrease of the efficiency indices in Table 3 can be explained by the bestapproximation error reduction of the smooth pressure. Consequently,
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F IGURE 5. Example from Section 9.3: Convergence history of exact error and error estimators
on adaptively refined meshes for P2B with ν = 10−4 and σh = σhLEQ (left) and σh = σhGEQ
(right).
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F IGURE 6. Example from Section 9.3: Convergence history of exact error and error estimators
on adaptively refined meshes for P31 with ν = 10−4 and σh = σhLEQ (left) and σh = σhGEQ
(right).

the exact velocity error on the final mesh obtained with refinement indicators based on σ
eCEQ
is still larger by more
h
than one order of magnitude compared to the error on the final mesh obtained with refinement indicators based
on σhGEQ . These observations also support the discussion in Remark 4.3.
Figures 5-7 display results for the three other methods P2B, P31 and P20 for the local and global variant of our
pressure-robust error estimator. Since, the discrete velocity and the error estimator is independent of ν , we only
show the results for ν = 10−4 . Note that these methods are not divergence-free but pressure-robust due to their
reconstruction operator in the right-hand side. However, this causes div(uh ) 6= 0 and hence the contribution ηdiv
appears here which also requires a lower bound for the inf-sup constant c0 . Here, we take the value c0 = 0.3 from
[43]. Unfortunately, this has a significant impact on the efficiency of the error estimator that is largest for P20 and
smallest for P2B leading to still very small efficiency indices between 1.5 and 3 for both the local and the global
equilibration error estimators.
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F IGURE 7. Example from Section 9.3: Convergence history of exact error and error estimators
on adaptively refined meshes for P20 with ν = 10−4 and σh = σhLEQ (left) and σh = σhGEQ
(right).
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